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* Digital 2021, We are.Social and Hootsuite

There were 6.44 million  social media users in Hong Kong in January 

2021. In the digital age, it’s the consumers through social media that 

shape a brand’s reputation. Moreover, consumers’ purchase behaviors 

keep changing and we will only understand what this means for the 

business if we listen and adapt our marketing accordingly. If you do 

not listen closely to what people are saying about your product, your 

brand and the industry you operate in, how can you possibly be 

expected to create content that will resonate?

In view of that, Wisers’ Cosmetics Brand Ranking studied 

consumer opinion from 450K social media posts/comments 

and 11M netizen reactions in 2021H1. Assisted with Wisers’ 

cutting-edge AI technology and big data analytics, we wish to 

present you the latest Hong Kong social media trends and the 

success stories behind all the top brands who master the 

social media storytelling skills in the post covid era.

*
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Three key takeaways to 
improve consumer purchase 
intention:

1. One step ahead of influencer trends

Entering 2021, local Canto-pop boy bands, Mirror and Error, 
become the hottest icons in the social media space, such as 
Kiehl’s (Error – Denis Kwok 193), Shiseido (Mirror – Show 
Keung, Anson Lo, Ian Chan and Edan Lui), Chanel (Mirror – 
Show Keung). They did not become famous overnight, the trend 
has been observed since 2019.

On the other hand, some influencers who were popular last 
year have seen a downwards trend. Our study shows that top 
tiered online KOLs were less important and less motivating 
compared to last year, even being boycotted for making false 
advertisements and not being genuine. For example, beauty KOL 
Alice Ha (Instagram: 137K followers) is now boycotted by 
netizens because of her poor product knowledge (taking FANCL 
Digestion of Lactones during pregnancy) and insincere 
endorsement (endorsed and recommended Pampers diapers 
before her baby was born). Therefore, if you could identify the 
rising influencers one step ahead and get early warning of 
influencers with potential crisis, you would be a pioneer setting 
the trend rather than a trend follower.
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3. Trial experience moves from offline to online

More brands have moved their focus from offline retail 
channels to online sales channels. While offline channels are 
less accessible, netizens preferred more “home experience”. The 
study shows that free sample giveaway campaigns on social 
media for trial at home were welcomed. It saw high purchase 
intention and interaction rates. Take Kiehl’s free sample 
campaign in May as an example, the brand gave away 3 
deluxe-sized samples of hero products, successfully attracted 
1.4K comments, much higher than the industry average (16 
comments per post). Our big data says that trial experience from 
offline to online is the trend. Brands should provide an ideal trial 
experience at home to trigger consumers entering the next stage 
of the purchase journey. 
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WOM marketing is on trend, our big data shows word-of-mouth 
strategies gained better weightings in the past 6 months. 
However, consumers are increasingly savvy at spotting 
marketing or PR spin disguised as so-called genuine user 
review. Netizens tend to be more involved and require two-way 
communication. For example, under some KOL posts that share 
their user experience of serum products, netizens showed 
hesitation between Clarins Double Serum and Estée Lauder's  
Advanced Night Repair Serum, and asked for further 
recommendation and product details. They showed high 
purchase intention to the recommended product when they 
received the replies from KOLs. Therefore, keeping up with 
fast-changing consumer behavior, a change in WOM strategy is 
needed to gain the trust of savvy consumers.

2. Stand out from so-called genuine reviews



Top 3 Brands’ Success Factors

Highly endorsed by her loyal customers and netizens, Kiehl’s had a leading 

advantage in the purchase intention score. The brand’s purchase intention score 

was 2x of the average of the top 20.

Clarins ranked 2nd in purchase intention, propelled by excellent product reputation and livestream. 

Chanel ranked 3rd in purchase intention. The brand enjoyed high purchase intentions triggered by the pop-up event and positive 

reviews from consumers/beauty KOLs. 

Top 3 European and American Brands 
1st Kiehl’s: 

2nd Clarins:

3rd Chanel:

2021H1 Top 5 European 
and American Brands by 
Purchase Intention

Kiehl's
[ U.S.]

1st

Clarins
[ France ]

2nd

Chanel
[ France ]

3rd

NARS
[ U.S.]

4th

Estée Lauder
[ U.S.]5th

Such as tote bags, pouches, and water bottles, to drive sales and improve conversions. These 
dedicated and useful GWPs with Kiehl’s exclusive design had aroused purchase intentions among 
Kiehl’s loyal supporters and new customers. 

Kiehl’s preferred sending out gift with purchase (GWP)

It was observed that netizens have long heard of the 
excellent result of Clarins’ hero products, such as 
Double Serum and Total Eye Lift, and would like to try 
them out. 

Excellent product reputation discussed 
by netizens

Clarins holds official live broadcasts on Facebook from time to time (inviting special guests such 
as Ian Chan, Jeffrey Ngai and their makeup artists). Interact with netizens and share tips on 
makeup and skincare. In addition, different promotions were launched, including exclusive gifts 
and limited-time discount codes, etc., which successfully attracted a large number of netizens to 
leave messages and express purchase intention.

Invited celebrity/online KOL to livestream, with exclusive offers and 
Q&A giveaway

The followers of BT21 and Denis Kwok (193) of a local boy group, Error, were attracted by the brand’s BT21 
MEETS KIEHL’S event and Kiehl’s x Atelier Cologne event featuring 193, respectively. BT21 followers 
expressed their interests of participating in the BT21 pop up store and 193 followers actively engaged in 
Kiehl’s Facebook live events featuring 193.

Won hearts with celebrity events

Over 70% the brand’s social mentions were coming from tier 3-4 micro KOLs. About 2/3 of all 
comments showing high purchase intention were observed on these micro KOLs’ own channels. 
Kiehl’s 170th anniversary new packing design saw high purchase intentions on Instagram, also 
triggered by the participation of micro KOLs.

Utilized their WoM advantage and actively recruited tier 3 or tier 4 
KOLs to promote their campaigns

Event photo sharing from celebrities, beauty KOLs and organic users 
aroused organic interests. Netizens approved the new factory 5 
packaging design and event installments and retweeted the event 
details to ask their friends out for the event together. 


The brand’s product conversation was dominated by 
the Factory 5 campaign

Netizens showed buying intentions to the positive product 
reviews/sharing from beauty KOLs/consumers. They exchanged their 
beauty tips and favorite Chanel products, especially its foundation, 
lipsticks, and fragrance.

Chanel makeup and fragrance saw high purchase 
intentions from forum, YouTube, and Instagram
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Top 3 Asian Brands

Factiv, a Hong Kong local brand, ranked 2nd in purchase intention among all 

Asian beauty brands.

Shiseido ranked 3rd in purchase intention among all Asian beauty brands. 

2nd Factiv:

3rd Shiseido:

2021H1 Top 5 Asian 
Brands by Purchase 
Intention

Fancl
[ Japan ]

1st

Factiv
[ Hong Kong ]

2nd

Shiseido
[ Japan ]

3rd

Innisfree
[ Korea ]

4th

Sabon
[ Israel ]

5th

Fancl ranked 7th in overall purchase intention score and ranked 1st among all 

Asian Brands. 

1st Fancl:

Whitening skincare and sunscreen were the key product categories of the brand. The brand 
tended to invite working mums and travel KOLs to promote their products. The followers 
showed buying intentions and approved the product endorsement.

Higher purchase intentions triggered by parent-child and travel KOLs

The brand leveraged product review-type KOLs to experience the product first and share their 
genuine feedback. They highlighted the brand’s ideology and shared their excellent result of using 
Factiv products and motivated the audience to try out the hero products for a life changing 
experience.

Detailed experience sharing came from product review-type KOLs on 
Instagram:

Shiseido recruited 5 Mirror’s members to promote their new ULTIMUNE product 
and the SHISEIDO POWER HOUSE event. The involvement of MIRROR members 
explained over 70% of campaign buzz and 83% campaign engagement. The brand 
sustained the high campaign buzz by daily surprises (such as Super programme: 
Power Dome, Mirror x Ultimist Stickers). Shiseido also included elements from 
Ossan's Love and Mirror’s newly released songs to make the event more local and 
Mirror-exclusive to drive organic interests. Mirror’s supporters revealed their 
purchase intentions and showed full support to their idols.

Shiseido involved local celebrities, and creative follow-up actions 
to maximize celebrity effect and sustain the heat

Netizens shared their Shiseido product reviews and 
sought for Shiseido product recommendations 
online. However, some netizens motivated others to 
boycott products of Shiseido groups due to the 
political stance. Shiseido products’ purchase 
intentions were greatly neutralized.

The brand saw the most forum mentions 
compared to other brands, but negative 
sentiment was observed
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ENABLE SMART DECISION 
MAKING with BIG DATA
With the support of Wisers Analytics, brands could have a thorough 
understanding of the influencers’ popularity, their current projected images and 
potential risk; better understand what consumer concerns are and if there are 
any communication opportunities brands could leverage at a fast pace; stay 
tuned for social media marketing trend and understand competitors’ marketing 
actions.

Wisers Purchase Intention AI model has been trained with user generated 
content related to cosmetics brands to identify consumers’ purchase intentions 
shown in the content (incl. wording and emoji). Purchase Intention Score is in a 
0-to-1 rating scale by each mention, >0.5 is regarded as "Intent to purchase”. 
Supported by the Cantonese-based Chinese semantic analysis technology which 
is developed by Wisers AI Lab. The study has crawled data for Hong Kong 
cosmetics industry with 355 brands (incl. skincare, makeup and fragrance) in the 
first half of 2021.

*Wisers provides AI model customization service to define the correlation 
between brand efforts/ consumer feedback and sales figures to support brands 
optimize strategies in a more targeted and efficient way.

+852 2948 3600
info@wisers.com

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
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